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Dear CYB Coach, 
 

Thank you for volunteering your time towards teaching our young children the 
fundamental skills of the game of baseball.  Your generosity is appreciated from 
everyone associated with Chelmsford Youth Baseball, from the administration to the 
players to the parents.  Whether you are a coaching expert or this is your first year on 
the job, the lessons you are providing these children will last a lifetime.   
 
Our aim is to provide you with resources needed to ensure you and your players have a 
productive season.  This coaching manual is step #1.  You can use the information to 
help guide you along through your season.  On the following pages, there are skills to 
focus on along with a number of fun and effective drills you can run.  In addition, there 
are tips and tricks, as well as some sample practice plans.  Be sure you teach to the 
level, age, and skill level of the children.  They all must master the fundamentals first 
before proceeding into more complex techniques and activities. 
 
This booklet is a template and meant to only guide your instruction.  You are free to use 
as much or as little as you’d like.  You will get to know your children best, so tailor to 
their needs.  At the end of the day, our goal is for consistency in what our coaches are 
teaching our players.  We hope this will guide you towards fulfilling the responsibilities of 
being a youth baseball coach.  As a CYB coach, these include: 
 

 Effectively teach the fundamental skills and rules of baseball. 
 Motivate your players by fostering a “fun” learning environment. 
 Positively communicate with players, parents, coaches and CYB leaders. 
 Leading your team in competition by demonstrating good sportsmanship. 
 Ensuring the safety of your players. 
 Being a role model for your players. 
 Doing your best to physically, mentally, and emotionally prepare your players for 

the next level of play in the program. 
 
To successfully teach your players, you can base everything you do on 3 simple rules:  
explain, model, and practice.  Whatever skill you are teaching, you must clearly explain 
it, effectively model it, and thoroughly practice it.  In fact, be prepared to model multiple 
times depending on age level.  When in doubt – model, model, model.  You need to 
ensure the children understand what is being taught and they get enough repetitions to 
learn the skill.  Keep it simple, be consistent, and have fun!  Be an ambassador of the 
game of baseball for the town of Chelmsford. 
 
On behalf of Chelmsford Youth Baseball, we thank you for your contribution to the 
development of our young baseball talent.  See you on the field this year! 
 
Regards, 
Mike Cotta 
VP Coach & Player Development  
mikecotta11@yahoo.com  
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Fundamental Skills to be Introduced and Practiced 
These are the key skills to be taught to and practiced with our youth baseball players at 
every level.  We are counting on you to play a vital role in their development.  Whether 
you coach Tee ball, and you are introducing the basic rules of the game or you coach 
Majors, and you are focusing on more advanced skills, the combined continued efforts 
of our coaches is important to the success of the program.  Do your best to teach these 
skills so we have fundamentally sound ball players. 
 
Key fundamental skills: 

 Basic rules of the game 
 Glove skills 
 Baseball grip 
 Throwing 
 Catching 
 Fielding 
 Hitting 
 Catching fly balls 
 Base running  
 Basic player movement 

 
Drills and Discussion Points 
The following is a list of skills your players should work on in practice.  Included you’ll 
find various tips and discussion points, along with a breakdown of drills incorporating 
facts such as length of time, whether it should be done as a whole or small group 
activity, specifics of the drill, and the overall goal.  For the discussion points, try to 
engage your players in a brief dialogue before starting the drills.  See what prior 
knowledge is present with your team so you can guide them towards the answers.   
 
The number letter combination (1A) listed next to the drill and discussion below will 
correspond to the same number letter combo on the practice plans.  I recommend you 
doing the same when creating your own plans.  This will allow you to match up exact 
details from the practice plans. 
 
SKILL #1:  BASIC RULES OF THE GAME 

 
Tip 
For the first few years of learning the game of baseball (in CYB up through 
Minors), it’s always a great conversation to have with your team.  What is the 
objective of baseball?  What are the positions?  Young kids will amaze you with 
their answers, so take some time while getting to know them to ask basic 
questions about the sport.  Never take for granted what level of knowledge the 
kids have when you get them on your team.  It’s all a part of the learning process 
for young kids. 
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Discussion (1A)  
Q: What is baseball and how do you play the game? 
A: Baseball is a sport involving a bat, glove, and ball between two teams of 9 
starting players.  The goal is to score runs by hitting a thrown ball with a bat and 
running to touch a series of four bases.  Players on the batting team take turns 
hitting a ball thrown by the fielding (opposing) team’s pitcher.  The fielding team 
tries to prevent the batting team from scoring runs by getting hitters out.  An out 
is recorded in multiple ways.  One example is when the ball is caught before 
hitting the ground.  Three outs and the teams switch sides.  Each youth game 
consists 6 innings.  The team with the most runs at the end of 6 innings wins.    
 
For 4-5 year olds in the instructional league, this information needs to be trimmed 
down to quick bullet points for the kids to understand.  Either way, it’s important 
for the kids to understand what they are playing.  Don’t take it for granted that 
everyone understands. 
 
Discussion (1B)  
Q: What are the positions on a baseball field? 
A: There are 9 positions that make up a baseball field.  The infield consists of a 
pitcher and catcher, along with a 1st, 2nd and 3rd base, and a shortstop.  The 
pitcher stands on the mound in the middle of the diamond with the catcher 
behind home plate.  The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd baseman play at their respective bases 
with the shortstop placed in between 2nd and 3rd.  The outfield contains a left 
fielder, center fielder, and right fielder.  Each will play approximately half way 
between the infield and the outfield fence. 
 
Discussion (1C)  
Q: How do you hold a baseball glove? 
A: As a coach for instructional level children (4-5 year olds), you need to ensure 
everyone knows how to wear their glove.  Spend a few minutes modeling how 
the glove is worn.  Don’t take anything for granted with young players. 

 
SKILL #2:  BASEBALL GRIP 

 
Tip 
Buy a dozen brand new baseballs – one for each player on your team.  On each 
baseball, draw outlines of the thumb, index, and middle fingers (for younger kids 
aged 4-7, you may need to add the ring finger).  Write the player’s name and 
number on the ball, and pass out at your first practice.  Tell them to bring it to 
every practice.  Incentivize your kids to use them throughout the season as a 
practice tool by offering a prize to all those who present their ball to the coach at 
the final practice.    
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Discussion (2A)  
Q: How do you properly hold a baseball and why is it important? 
A: The correct baseball grip is an important building block in order to throw a 
baseball correctly.  A baseball is held 
properly utilizing a 4 seam grip by placing 
the thumb under the ball with the index and 
middle finger across the C shaped part of 
the seams (also known as the “horseshoe”).  
The ball should be held a bit firm, but 
relaxed with space between the palm and 
the baseball.  Utilizing this grip will allow 
your players to throw the ball accurately to 
their target.  It will keep the ball in the air 
longer and travelling straighter.   
 
Tip 
Be sure your players are not “choking” the ball by holding it deep in their palm 
and with all of their fingers.  Rather, the ball should be held further up towards 
their fingers leaving space between the palm and the ball. 
 
Drill/Activity (2B) 
Coach knocks ball out of hands = successful grip 
Goal:  Understand the proper grip of a baseball 
Details:  5 minutes; whole group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Line up all players side by side with an arm’s length in between each 
other.  Each player will hold out their hand showing the coach his/her proper grip.  
The coach will check for the correct grip and then attempt to knock the ball out of 
the hand of the player.  If the coach is able to do this, then the grip is a good one.  
If not successful, then the player’s grip is too tight and/or not in fingertips.  With 
the help of 2-3 coaches, several passes can be made through the line.  Make 
sure you correct their grip should you be unable to knock their ball on the ground.   
Alternative:  Break kids into groups of 3-4 and have 1 coach per group. 
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Drill (2C) 
Individual ball toss into glove 
Goal:  Work on feeling the proper grip during exchange from glove to throwing 
hand.  With enough repetitions, the player should be able to feel for the grip as 
part of a throwing motion. 
Details:  5 minutes; whole group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players find a space to themselves with their glove and baseball.  
When the coach says to begin, all players will hold the baseball in their throwing 
hand with the proper grip and then toss into their glove.  They should then reach 
into their glove and immediately feel for the proper grip and again toss into their 
glove.  This should be repeated multiple times over a 5 minute period.  Important 
to ensure they don’t get lazy with this drill.  They must focus on the grip, rather 
than how many times they can throw the ball into their glove.  Start off with the 
player looking at the ball, and then move to gripping the ball without looking. 
Alternative:  Break kids into groups of 3-4 and have 1 coach per group. 
 
Tip 
Having your players practice the basic fundamental of gripping a baseball at 
home will go a long ways towards overall baseball skills development.  The 
individual ball toss is a perfect drill to do at home.  Children can do so while 
watching TV on the couch or sitting on their back porch.   
 
Tip 
At the end of every practice, it’s always important to provide feedback to the 
children.  Ask what was learned – i.e. what were the big ideas of the practice?  
After each game, talk about the good and bad.  However, emphasize the good.  
When discussing the bad, don’t single out players.  Rather, talk about it 
generically and mention you will work on that skill as a team at the next practice. 

 
SKILL #3:  THROWING A BASEBALL 
 

Tip 
Everything we do in baseball, whether it be throwing, fielding, catching, or hitting, 
is predicated on an athletic, balanced position. This includes a strong base with 
feet shoulder width apart, with majority of weight on the balls of the feet, and 
body square to the target.  A good way to check is to give them a slight push on 
their back, shoulder or chest.  If they lose balance and fall forward/backward, 
they are not in an athletic position.  They should stand firm and not too upright.  
Good buzz words to shout out during your drills are “stay balanced” or “athletic 
position” or similar combination of the words. 
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Discussion (3A) 
Q:  How do you properly throw a baseball?     
A:  Throwing a baseball is one of the basic fundamentals needed to master in 
order to be a good player.  The focus should be on 3 key steps – ready, break, 
and throw.  To get “ready”, your player must be in an athletic position with their 
shoulders, hips and feet in a straight line to their target and their glove and 
throwing hand with ball together in front of their chest.  From there they “break” 
by breaking away the glove hand from the throwing hand in a “thumbs down” 
movement.  This will ensure their glove hand is pointing towards the target and 
their throwing hand is pulling a ball off the shelf (index/middle finger on top of ball 
pointing to sky).  In this ready position, the player’s throwing elbow should be at 
or above the shoulder (don’t let it dip below – keep the arm slot) forming an L 
shape.  To finish, the player will “throw” by taking a short step with the front foot 
and rotating their chest and head down through to throw the ball (as they do this 
their glove should tuck in close to their body allowing them to be in ready position 
to field).  The follow through should have them pointing at their target and 
finishing off by reaching across their body to their glove side leg.  As they do this, 
the back foot should finish off by pivoting out.  Do not let them pivot their back 
foot while they throw.  Rather their back foot should pivot out after they throw.  
The overall throwing sequence is ready (athletic/balanced), break (thumbs 
down), throw (step front foot, throw, point/follow through, and pivot back foot). 
 
Tip 
When starting any new drills, be sure to explain clearly what is expected and to 

 model the anticipated results.  If there is any uncertainty, model/explain it again. 
 
Drill (3B)   
Elbow/wrist flips 
Goal:  Understand proper arm slot/angle; ensures wrist flexibility (no stiff wrists) 
Details:  10-15 minutes; small group (players in pairs); glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form pairs.  Form 2 lines,   

 

approximately 10 feet apart facing each other.  
The player with the ball should have their 
throwing arm at a 90 degree angle out in front 
of their body with their elbow resting in the 
palm of their glove.  The drill begins with each 
player flipping the ball (make sure using proper 
grip) to their partner keeping the forearm 
isolated emphasizing pointing at 

      their target and snapping their wrist.    
Alternative:  For younger kids or when first introducing the drill (before working on 
catching), I would not break into pairs.  Rather, line up 4 players in line next to 
each other separated by 5 feet with 1 coach 10 feet across.  After the player flips 
the ball to the coach, the coach will roll the ball back.  
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Tip 
When first introducing progression throwing, young players may be a bit 
confused as to the point of the individual drills.  Most likely they will have a hard 
time seeing the bigger picture.  Explain that each drill focuses on a component of 
the overall throwing motion.  Wrist flicks are important to emphasize flexible 
wrists when snapping the ball off, as opposed to stiff wrists that reduce accuracy.  
Think big picture with these drills.  The arms, body and legs all have to work 
together in order to throw the ball well. 
 
Drill (3C)   
One knee toss 
Goal:  Understand proper upper body throwing mechanics 
Details:  10-15 minutes; small group (players in pairs); glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and subsequently into their pairs.  
Form 2 lines, approximately 10 feet apart facing each other.  Players drop their  
throwing side knee to the ground 
with their opposite knee up.  Place 
glove and throwing hand with ball 
together in front of their chest in a 
“ready” position.  From there they 
rotate front shoulder towards the 
target and “break” away the glove   
hand from the throwing hand in a 
“thumbs down” movement.  At this 
point, the glove hand will be 
pointing towards the target and the 
throwing hand is pulling a ball off  
the shelf (index/middle finger on top of ball pointing to sky).  The player should 
check their hand to ensure it is on top of the ball.  In this position, the player’s 
throwing elbow should be at or above the shoulder (don’t let it dip below – keep 
the arm slot) forming an L shape.  The player then throws the ball and finishes by 
following through pointing at their target and reaching across their body to their 
glove side knee.  As they do so, their glove should tuck in close to their body 
allowing them to be in ready position to field.  The overall sequence is ready 
(ball/glove at chest), break (rotate body, thumbs down, ball off shelf), throw 
(throw, point/follow through, chicken wing). 
Alternative:  For younger kids or when first introducing the drill (before working on 
catching), I would not break into pairs.  Rather, line up 4 players in line next to 
each other separated by 5 feet with 1 coach 10 feet across.  After the player 
throws the ball to the coach, the coach will roll the ball back. 
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Drill (3D)   
Ready, break, throw 
Goal:  Understand basic foundation and technique for properly throwing a 
baseball with full body 
Details:  20 minutes (10 min no ball/glove only); whole group then small group; 
glove and ball 
Specifics:  For this important drill, 
the player will now be putting the 
throwing motion all together.  
However,	  the drill will be first be 
broken out into each component 
(ready, break, throw).  For the first 
10 minutes, the drill should be done 
with the whole group and no ball.  
Line up all players side by side with 
an arm’s length in between each 
other.  Model the 3 steps of   
the throwing motion (see above for description 3A).  At this point, they will have 
already seen you model it during the discussion session.  Have them practice the 
3 motions.  I would recommend controlling the pace and having them all do it 
together by shouting out “ready”, “break”, “throw”.  Have your coaches walking 
along the line to check for proper mechanics.  Once all 3 steps have been 
modeled and you’ve had the kids practice it multiple times, you can incorporate 
the ball.  At this point, break out into smaller groups of 4 (2 pairs) with 1 coach. 
 
The key check points at each step: 

 Ready:  come to stop at chest, athletic/balanced position 
 Break:  thumbs down, glove point at target, ball hand off the shelf, L shape 
 Throw: proper grip, keep arm slot, follow-through, point at target, tuck in 

glove close to body. 
 

Tip 
Stress to your players that accuracy is more important than velocity.  As players 
are learning to grip and throw the ball, they tend to throw the ball as hard as they 
can.  Teach your players to get their mechanics correct and focus on getting the 
ball as close to the intended target as possible.  Velocity will come over time. 
 
Drill (3E)   
Elbow isolation tosses 
Goal:  Isolating the elbow at shoulder height; Emphasize not dropping elbow; 
Keeping arm slot through the throwing process.  
Details:  10 minutes; small group (players in pairs); glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and pair up.  Form 2 lines, 
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approximately 10 feet apart facing each other.  Players are to rest their throwing 
elbow on their glove forming an L shape on their throwing arm.   
 
Drill (3F)   
Elbow isolation tosses with batting tee (good for 1-on-1 extra work) 
Goal:  Isolating the elbow at shoulder height; Emphasize not dropping elbow; 
Keeping arm slot through the throwing process.  
Details:  10 minutes; individual work; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Same concept as drill 3E, but this can be done with 1 or 2 players as 
extra side work.  Unless you have multiple batting tees available, you can then 
include more players.  The player will be kneeling down so their non-throwing 
side is up.  Set up a batting tee so the height is slightly lower than their shoulder.  
Players are to hold the ball with the proper grip and keeping the L shape on their 
throwing arm.  Using the same process as the one knee toss drill, the end result 
should have the player keeping their elbow up as they throw.  If they hit the 
batting tee, the elbow has dropped.  Correct them, and do it again. 
 
Tip 
The 3 biggest issues with youth players when it comes to throwing a baseball are 
not getting their hand on top of the ball, dropping their elbow below their shoulder 
as they release the ball, and stepping away from their target.  Keep these issues 
in mind while watching your players throw a baseball.  
 
Drill (3G)   
Throwing against fence (good for instructional level) 
Goal:  Put all the components of the motion together – for younger kids providing 
a target against the fence.  
Details:  10 minutes; individual work; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Line up all players side by side with an arm’s length in between each 
other approximately 10 feet away from a fence.  Have the players all get into 
throwing position.  The coach will yell out “ready”, then “break”, and “throw”.  At 
each step, the players should emulate proper form and technique.  The trick is to 
have multiple coaches holding a few baseballs for each kid, so the drill can keep 
moving along.  The coaches should be checking for proper form.  Try to get 
many reps in here for each player. 
 
Drill (3H)   
FUN COMPETITION:  Knock helmet off the bucket. 
Goal:  Put all the components of the motion together in a fun, competitive way.  
Details:  10 minutes; whole group – 2 teams; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players divided into 2 equal groups and form 2 single file lines 
approximately 20-25 feet away from a target.  The target will be a batting helmet 
sitting on top of a bucket.  Each player that knocks off the helmet without hitting 
the bucket first gets 2 points for their team.  If the helmet is knocked off with the 
ball hitting the bucket first, then 1 point is earned.  Move the players closer to the 
target if they are struggling to make contact and conversely move them back if 
it’s too easy.  The idea is to have fun with this. 
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SKILL #4:  CATCHING A BASEBALL 
.  

Discussion (4A)  
Q:  How do you correctly catch a baseball? 

 

A:  Catching a baseball is a key to winning 
baseball.  Along with throwing accurately, if you 
can’t catch a baseball collectively as a team, 
then you will have a tough time winning.  To 
catch a baseball, your player(s) need to be in an 
athletic/balanced position.  Ensure that a target 
is provided at chest level, with the hands out in 
front of the body so the player’s eyes can follow 
the ball all the way into the glove.  The glove 
should start off with fingers pointing up and the 
wrist flexible and relaxed.  If the ball is above the 
belly button, catch with fingers pointing up.   

If the ball is below the belly button, catch with fingers pointing down.  To secure 
the ball and be ready for quick transfer, have your throwing hand hold the ball in 
the glove so that a quick throw can be made.  For younger kids learning the 
game, emphasize the squeezing of the glove with 2 hands. 
 
Tip 
When teaching players how to catch a baseball, I find the expression “thumbs up, 
pinkies down” as a good buzz phrase for them to learn.  The main goal is to get 
them to move them glove up and down and NOT attempt to catch with their palm 
up which will ultimately result in an injury.   
 
Drill (4B) 
Punch glove 
Goal:  Understand the importance of catching the ball 2 ways to prevent injury 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; glove only 
Specifics:  Line up all players side by side with an arm’s length in between each 
other.  Have them get in an athletic/balanced position with glove out in front, 
ready to make a play.  Kneel down in front of a player and physically reach out in 
a punching motion.  Their task is to “catch” your fist.  Keep throwing punches and 
moving your punches up, down, left, right.  After each punch, make sure they 
reset themselves into an athletic/balanced ready position. 
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Drill (4C) 
Catch whiffle ball/smush ball barehanded  
Goal:  Understand the importance of catching the ball 2 ways to prevent injury 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; soft balls (whiffle, tennis, smush),  
no glove needed 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a horizontal line 
approximately 10 feet away from the coach.  Have them get in an 
athletic/balanced position ready to make a play.  The goal of this drill is to get 
them use to catching a ball with “thumbs up” or with “pinkies down”.  Toss a 
series of soft (whiffle, tennis, smush) balls in their direction.  Give each player 3 
balls in a row.  Vary the throws up, down, middle, left, and right.  The player must 
use barehanded catching hand (no gloves) to make the catch.  Don’t worry about 
the actual catch.  It’s OK if they drop it (frankly most of the young ones will).  
 
Drill (4D) 
Catch whiffle ball/smush ball with glove  
Goal:  Understand the importance of catching the ball 2 ways to prevent injury 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; tennis balls/smush balls and glove 
Specifics:  Same set-up and performance as drill 4C, except now the players 
can use their baseball glove.  Don’t worry about the actual catch (tennis balls 
tend to be jumpy and hard for kids to catch with a baseball glove).  Focus on 
technique.   
 
Drill (4E) 
Catch baseball with glove         
Goal:  Reinforce the importance of catching the ball 2 ways to prevent injury 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; baseball and glove  
Specifics:  Same set-up and performance as drill 4C and 4D except now the 
players will be using hard baseballs (for younger kids you can use rubber 
baseballs).  Focus on technique and their ability to catch the baseball.  . 
 
Tip 
There is no secret formula when it comes to catching and throwing a baseball.  
As a coach you teach them the proper technique and try to fine tune their 
mistakes.  However, at the end of the day, the only way they will measurably 
improve their skill is through repetition and practice.  There is a difference 
between talent and skill.  Talent is god given ability to play the game.  However, 
we develop skill through hard work and practice.   
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Drill (4F) 
Active catch 
Goal:  Putting all the components of catching and throwing together 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole or small group; baseball and glove 
Specifics:  This drill can be done as a whole group exercise or broken out in to 
groups.  Either way, players will pair up and stand approximately 20-25 feet away 
from each other.  Each player should be in an athletic/balanced position ready to 
make a play.  The player with the ball will throw the ball to his/her partner using 
the proper throwing mechanics.  The player receiving the ball will catch the ball 
using the proper catching technique.  The player who threw the ball will 
immediately get back into athletic/balanced/ready position waiting for the ball.  
The objective is for a swift game of catch where proper technique is required, 
and quick feet and hands are stressed.  The players should go as fast as they 
can without breaking into incorrect technique.  This is a great warm-up drill.  
Instead of a lazy game of catch, where nobody is really getting much out of it, 
have your players break into active catch.     

 
SKILL #5:  FIELDING A BASEBALL 
 

Discussion (5A)  
Q:  How do you properly field a baseball? 
A:  Ever heard the expression, “Defense wins championships”?  If that’s the 
case, then fielding will be an important component of your practice plans.   

 

To field a baseball properly, your players need to be 
in an athletic/balanced position with their butt down.  
Ground balls should always be fielded out in front of 
the body with glove and both feet in a triangle shape.  
As the player receives the ball into their glove, it’s a 
good habit to place the throwing hand over the ball 
forming the “alligator’s mouth”.  It’s important for the 
player to stay in front of the ball and keep their glove 
down.  Should the ball take a bad hop, it will bounce 
off the players chest and be contained in front of 
them.  Once the ball has been received into their 

glove, the player should get into a good throwing position by “jumping on the 
skateboard” so their front shoulder, hips and feet are all facing the target.  They 
are now prepared to ready, break, throw an accurate ball to their intended target. 
 
Tip 
Teach your players the importance of staying down and in front of the ball.  It’s 
easier to move their body up on a ball than it is to react down.  The majority of 
the time you’ll see a ball go right through the player’s legs because of this. 
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Drill (5B) 
Alligator Fielding Drill (no glove) 
Goal:  Introduce the alligator method to field a ball; teaches basic fundamentals 
of fielding a baseball providing baseline for future drills. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; ball with no glove 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a horizontal line 
approximately 10 feet away from the coach.  Have them get in an 
athletic/balanced position with glove hand out in front, ready to make a play.  
Coach will roll a ball to the player, who must show proper fielding technique and 
field the ball with glove side hand (bottom jaw of the alligator mouth) and then 
close with the throwing side hand (top jaw) trapping the ball in the alligator’s 
mouth.  This is a drill the young players really love. 
 

 
 
Drill (5C) 
Alligator Fielding Drill (with glove) 
Goal:  Introduce the alligator method to field a ball; teaches basic fundamentals 
of fielding a baseball providing baseline for future drills. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and ball  
Specifics:  Same specifics as the above (no glove) drill.  Despite incorporating a 
glove, the technique stays the same.  Follow the ball into the glove and trap the 
ball with the top jaw of the alligator securing it in the player’s hand, ready for 
transfer. 
                

 Drill (5D) 
Out in front of a bat.... 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball; specifically the 
aspect of fielding the ball out in front with your hands, as opposed to fielding too 
close to the body.. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a single file line 
approximately 10 feet away from the coach.  Each player will be in an 
athletic/balanced position with glove hand out in front, ready to make a play.  
Coach will roll a ball to the player, who must show proper fielding technique and 
field the ball with his hands out over and past the bat.  If player fields the ball too 
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close to themselves, the ball will hit the bat.  This drill ensures the player fields 
the ball with correct hand placement. 

 

Drill (5E) 
Groundballs with no glove 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball; Puts emphasis on 
“soft hands”, following the ball into the glove side hand; using alligator approach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft ball (tennis/smush ball)  
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a single file line 
approximately 10-15 feet away from the coach.  Each player will be in an 
athletic/balanced position with barehanded glove hand out in front, ready to make 
a play.  Coach rolls a soft ball (tennis or smush ball) towards the player.  Each 
player should focus their attention on fielding the ball with soft hands using the 
alligator technique and following up with correct throwing technique back to the 
coach.  Do not let them get lazy after they field the ball. 
Variation:  Pair up players and have them separated by 10-15 feet.  They should 
roll the ball back and forth to each other.  Each player receiving the ball should 
field it and get into the “break” position to throw the ball. 
 
Tip 
As you introduce a new drill to your players that involves a previously learned 
skill, make sure they focus on all aspects of the drill.  Do not let them get lazy on 
the “secondary” components of the drill.          
 
Drill (5F) 
Groundballs with glove 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball; Puts emphasis on 
“soft hands”, following the ball into the glove; using alligator approach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft ball (tennis/smush ball)  
Specifics:  Same setup and execution as drill 5E (groundballs with no glove).  
Alternative approach could include moving back to 20-25 feet and rolling harder 
ground balls and/or rolling balls to the left and right of each player in order to get 
them moving their feet.   
Variation:  Pair up players and have them separated by 15-20 feet.  They should 
roll the ball back and forth to each other.  Each player receiving the ball should 
field it and get into the “break” position to throw the ball.  
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Drill (5G) 
Triangle fielding drill 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball and getting into 
proper position to throw to a target; Puts emphasis on “soft hands”, following the 
ball into the glove side hand; using alligator approach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; no glove, 1 ball for the group 
Specifics:  Players break out into groups of 3 forming a triangle with each player 
approximately 10 feet apart.  Start the drill with one player rolling the ball to the 
player of their choice.  That player will field the ball using soft hands/alligator 
technique.  They should then bring the ball up to their chest and quickly break 
into ready, break, throw (without the throw) simulating an approaching throw.  
Have the player pause in the “break” position.  The player will then roll the ball to 
the player of their choice in the triangle.  This should continue for 5 minutes.  
Variations include counting the number of times the group fields the ball clean 
and gets into proper “break” position.  You could even do a timed game versus 
other groups.   
 
Drill (5H) 
Box/Square fielding drill 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball and getting into 
proper position to throw to a target; Puts emphasis on “soft hands”, following the 
ball into the glove; using alligator approach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and 1 ball for the group 
Specifics:  Players break out into groups of 4 forming a square with each player 
approximately 15 feet apart.  Utilize same setup and execution as drill 5G 
(triangle fielding with no glove). 
 
Tip 
Anytime you can turn a drill into a game or a contest, you should do it.  It’s 
always a good idea to break up the monotony of your practices to keep the 
enthusiasm and attention level of the kids. 
 
Drill (5I) 
Circle fielding drill 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball reinforcing good 
body and hand placement. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and 1 ball for the group 
Specifics:  Players break out into groups of 5-7 (depending on # of kids at your 
practice, evenly distribute into 2 groups) forming a circle with each player having 
little space between each other.  Player should be in athletic/balanced position 
with both hands out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach rolls a ball across the 
circle to another player, who in turn slaps/pushes the ball to a friend in the group.  
The objective is to push the ball through another player’s legs scoring a point.  
See how many points can be scored.  Another variation would be to eliminate 
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players who have the ball go through their legs and declare last man standing as 
the winner of the drill. 
 
Drill (5J) 
Carousel fielding drill (multiple variations) 
Goal:  Focuses on basic fundamentals of fielding a baseball and introduces 
charging the ball; puts emphasis on “soft hands”, following the ball into the glove; 
using alligator approach. 
Details:  10 minutes; whole group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  There are several variations of this drill.  First, have 2 single file lines 
form approximately 20 feet away from you.  This drill requires 2 coaches – 1 for 
each line.  Each player will be in an athletic/balanced position with glove hand 
out in front, ready to make a play.  On the count of 1-2-3, both coaches roll a soft 
ground ball out to each player.  Using proper technique, they should charge the 
ball, field it, and toss underhand to the coach.  They then run back around to the 
back of the line.  Coach repeats the same action for the next player in line until 
every player has gone in the form of a relay race.  Another variation involves the 
same setup, but with harder ground balls that don’t require charging in on the 
ball.  The player should focus on proper fielding and throwing techniques.  As 
you can see there are a few options with this setup.  The kids love this one, 
especially if you make it competitive. 
 
Drill (5K) 
Backhand to throwing-side foot drill 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique for backhanding a ground ball that 
does not require extended reach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a single file line 
approximately 10-15 feet away from the coach.  Each player will be in an 
athletic/balanced position with barehanded glove hand out in front, ready to make 
a play.  Coach rolls a ball to the players throwing side allowing the player to 
make a backhanded play.  As coach rolls the ball, the player needs to pivot their 
right foot so the inside of the foot faces the coach and the left leg is extended 
with knee towards the ground (opposite for lefties).  The glove should be placed 
(backwards with thumb facing down) in front of the throwing-side foot to secure 
the ball and brought up to the chest.  Player then sets into ready, break, throw to 
target.  
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Backhand to throwing-side foot Backhand to glove-side foot 

	   	  
 
Drill (5L) 
Backhand to glove-side foot drill 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique for backhanding a ground ball that 
does require extended reach. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and ball 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and form a single file line 
approximately 10-15 feet away from the coach.  Each player will be in an 
athletic/balanced position with barehanded glove hand out in front, ready to make 
a play.  Coach rolls a ball to the players throwing side allowing the player to 
make a backhanded play.  As coach rolls the ball, the player needs to pivot their 
right foot so the inside of the foot faces the coach.  Now, unlike the previous drill, 
the glove side leg crosses over the throwing side leg while the knee drops 
towards the ground (opposite for lefties).  The glove should be placed 
(backwards with thumb facing down) slightly ahead of the glove-side foot to 
secure the ball and brought up to the chest.  Player then sets into ready, break, 
throw to target. 
 
Drill (5M) 
Momentum field & throw drill 
Goal:  Putting all the components of fielding and throwing together with emphasis 
on generating momentum towards the target after throwing. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole or small group; baseball and glove 
Specifics:  This drill can be done as a whole group exercise or broken out in to 
groups.  Either way, players will form a single file line and stand approximately 20 
feet away from the coach.  Each player should be in an athletic/balanced position 
ready to make a play.  Coach will roll a groundball to the player who will field 
properly, get into a throwing position, make the throw and point and follow 
through with momentum to the target.  After the throw is made, the key is to have 
the player over emphasize generating momentum toward the target, throw the 
ball after 1 or 2 quick shuffle steps, and continue following the ball toward the 
target the ensure accuracy.   
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SKILL #6:  HITTING A BASEBALL 
 

Discussion (6A)  
Q:  How do you correctly hit a baseball? 
A:  To quote Ted Williams, “The hardest thing to do in baseball is to hit a round 
baseball with a round bat, squarely.”  If the best hitter in the history of the sport 
considers hitting difficult, then how do we convince our youth players they can do 
it successfully?  It’s a tough sell, but it’s your job to do it!  The key to a successful 
baseball swing is all about the grip, stance, weight shift, stride, swing and follow-
through.  As coaches, we have to provide drills that enable the players to put all 
of these components into one fluid motion.   
 
 
Some key points to hitting a baseball: 

 The bat should be gripped loosely in the fingers with the middle or "door 
knocking" knuckles aligned.  Loose hands = quick bat. 

 Once in the batter’s box, the player should be in an athletic/balanced 
position with feet approximately shoulder width apart with a slight bend in 
the knees. 

 Make sure the player’s stance allows them to have good vision of the 
pitcher and the ball with both eyes. 

 The position in the batter’s box must allow them to reach the bat head 
over to the outside part of home plate.  If they can’t reach, they need move 
closer to the plate. 

 Hands should be even with the back shoulder, ready to “answer the 
phone”.  Arms/elbows should be loose and relaxed (elbow not up). 

 Prior to starting the swing, there needs a slight weight shift towards the 
back foot – “you need to go back, to go forward.”  “Load up.” 

 A short, soft stride is recommended.  This allows your head and eyes to 
stay on the same plane. 

 As the player strides and begins to swing through the ball, the back foot 
should start to pivot.  “Squash the bug”. 

 For the follow-through, the players can use either one-handed or two-
handed extension after initial contact.       

 
Tip 
Depending on age of the players, it may make sense to 
create a repeatable process for them.  Something they can 
count out will help them focus and become comfortable at 
the plate.  An example would be 1. Stance/Grip, 2. Load 
up, 3. Stride, 4. Swing and finish.  For instructional level, 
you could even shorten the steps to make it more 
understandable focusing only on 1. Stance, 2. Swing. 
 
Tip 
A good way to check if the player has the correct grip is to   
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have them extend their 2 index/pointer fingers outward.  If they line up evenly, 
the “door knocking” knuckles are aligned properly.  This is a good checkpoint for 
the players to check themselves when they get into the batter’s box. 
 
Drill (6B) 
Practice swings 
Goal:  Introduce and practice the basic components of the baseball swing; good 
exercise to use in stations. 
Details:  10 minutes; whole or small group; baseball bat; gloves; no balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups (or do as a whole group) and work 
on the proper mechanics of a baseball swing.  A baseball glove can be used as a 
home plate.  Each player should be in an athletic/balanced position.  The coach 
will yell each component of the baseball swing and the player will need to react 
accordingly.  For example, the coach will yell “stance” and each player will check 
their stance and check their grip.  From there, the coach will yell “Load Up” or 
“You must go back to go forward”, “Stride”, and “Swing and Finish”.  The goal is 
to breakdown the swing by having the players pause at each step.  You can 
repeat this a few times, then slowly have them put it all together.  Have them 
complete 2 of the components, then pause, then 3 and pause, and so on.  
 
Tip 
Make sure the players swing through the ball and not stop at impact.  In doing so, 
the player is giving up bat speed and strength.  FINISH YOUR SWING! 
 
Drill (6C) 
Soft toss 
Goal:  Focus on proper grip and quick bat; good exercise to use in stations. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; baseball bat; soft or hard balls 
Specifics:  This drill can be done anywhere with many variations.  In this 
instance, it will be against a fence (backstop preferred) with soft balls (tennis or 
mush balls).  The player’s glove can be used as home plate.  The batter takes 
their stance (athletic/balanced position) and the tosser (coach) kneels across 
from the hitter, slightly in front of the batter with a number of baseballs.  The ball 
should be tossed underhand slightly in front of the plate.  The hitter should focus 
on the proper grip (loose in the fingers with “door knocking” knuckles lined up).  
Some buzz words here can be “loose hands”, “quick bat”.  Another variation is to 
hit into a net with hard balls or hit in the outfield using soft balls incorporating a 
3rd player to shag the balls that get hit.  For this drill, it’s important for the coach 
to toss at an angle slightly in front of the plate and the ball needs to be placed 
just in front so the player can get the most out of the drill.   
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Drill (6D) 
Tee work 
Goal:  Focus on various components of the baseball swing; good exercise to use 
in stations. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; baseball bat; soft or hard balls; tee 
Specifics:  This is another drill that can be done anywhere with many variations.  
In this instance, it will be done against a fence (backstop preferred) with soft balls 
(tennis or mush balls).  The batter takes their stance (athletic/balanced position) 
and the coach take position beside the tee with a number of baseballs.  The 
coach can focus on different components of the swing.  One example is to work 
on weight shift.  Have the batter transfer his weight slightly onto their back foot 
(buzz words include “go back to go forward” or “load up”).  After having the player 
hold for a few seconds, have them explode through and hit the ball into the 
target.  Make sure the player is not swinging too hard and/or swinging with an 
uppercut.  You are looking for a smooth, easy swing through the ball.  Another 
example is to break down each component - 1. Stance/Grip, 2. Load up, 3. 
Stride, 4. Swing and finish.  After each step, have the player pause to check 
themselves to ensure proper mechanics. 
 
Tip 
If you are at a baseball game and you hear someone yell “get your back elbow 
up” to the hitter, then you should take a moment to tell that person they are 
wrong and doing a disservice to the child at the plate. 
 
Drill (6E) 
Hitting stick 
Goal:  Practice the full baseball swing; good exercise to use in stations. 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; baseball hitting stick 
Specifics:  To complete this drill you need to have purchased a hitting stick.  
This is another drill that can be done anywhere with many variations.  In this 
instance, it will be run at home plate.  The batter takes their stance 
(athletic/balanced position) and the coach extends the hitting stick across to the 
hitter, slightly in front of the plate.  Have the player take 10 swings in succession, 
then wait a few minutes, and take 10 more swings.  Check all components of the 
swing during the drill to ensure proper mechanics.    
 
Tip 
A hitting stick is a great tool for practicing a proper baseball swing.  Not only 
should it be utilized in stations at your practices, I recommend telling your 
parents to purchase one to use at home. 
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Drill (6F) 
Coach pitch 
Goal:  Practice the basic components of the baseball swing. 
Details:  10 minutes; whole or small group; baseball bat; gloves; soft balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into groups of 3 and work on the proper mechanics 
of a baseball swing.  A baseball glove can be used as a home plate.  One player 
can assume the role of catcher and one of an outfielder.  The 3rd player will be 
the batter and should be in an athletic/balanced position.  The coach will throw to 
the hitters (5-10 swings) and then rotate the 3 players until all have hit. 
 
Drill (6G) 
One-arm drill 
Goal:  Develop a quick, short swing 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; baseball bat; gloves; soft balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and work on the proper 
mechanics of a baseball swing.  A baseball glove can be used as a home plate.  
Each hitter should be in an athletic/balanced position.  This drill will use soft balls 
only (tennis or mush balls) as coach will be throwing underhand from 15-20 feet 
away.  Batter takes 5 regular swings to start off focusing on the proper swinging 
technique.  For the next 5 swings, the batter takes the top hand off the bat using 
only the bottom hand.  Finally, for the final 5 swings, the batter will takes 5 
regular swings with 2 hands.  The one handed swings should be difficult and will 
help the batter take the bat on a direct path to the ball.  If the batter struggles with 
the one handed swings, then have them choke up on the bat. 
 
Drill (6H) 
Consecutive hitting derby 
Goal:  Practice the basic components of the baseball swing 
Details:  10 minutes; whole group; baseball bat; hard balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into 2 groups and work on the proper mechanics of 
a baseball swing via a hitting contest.  2 coaches are needed – 1 for each group.  
One hitter should be set up on the left side of the backstop and 1 hitter on the 
right side.  Coaches will alternate pitches between the 2 hitters.  If the hitter does 
not hit the ball past the plate, he’s out.  Have them count the number of 
consecutive balls that are hit positively.  Continue to run kids in for a full 10 
minutes.  Have fun with this drill.  Play up the positive swings. 
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Drill (6I) 
Tee hitting for distance 
Goal:  Practice a good weight shift to generate power 
Details:  10 minutes; whole group; baseball bat; tee; hard balls 
Specifics:  Players are to use the proper mechanics to see how far they can hit a 
ball off a tee from home plate.  All players should form 2 single file lines on each 
side of home plate.  Using good weight shift (“go back to go forward” or “load up), 
the players will attempt to hit the ball as far as they can.  However, they must use 
the proper technique when swinging.  Once complete with their turn, the player 
will go out to the outfield and stand where their furthest hit was.  They will act just 
like stakes. The furthest one away is declared the winner.  Kids will love this one. 
 
Tip 
Eliminate the over stride with your players.  By over striding, a player will begin to 
lunge and become off balanced.  Try to focus on the player having a limited 
stride.  I recommend eliminating the stride altogether and only performing a lift up 
and place down approach with the front foot.  
 
Drill (6J) 
Free hitting 
Goal:  Practice the basic components of the baseball swing 
Details:  20 minutes; whole group; baseball bat; hard balls 
Specifics:  In this drill the coach will pitch to the kids, with another catching, to 
ensure the speed of this drill is quick.  Have 8 players (minus the catcher) go to 
their position.  The remaining 4-5 players will be hitting.  Have them grab their bat 
and helmet and form a line behind the backstop or on deck.  They get 1 hit and 
when the ball is put in play, they should run and the players in the field should 
make the play.  While 1 player is hitting, the other 3-4 should be working on 
practice swings.  Once the hitter is finished, that player will go to first base (3) 
and right field (9) will go to the on deck group forming a rotation until everyone 
has hit.  The key is to do your best to keep the rotation moving.  One trick is to 
have 1 coach in the outfield and 1 in the infield rolling ground balls and throwing 
pop-ups to players in between pitches, position changes, etc to keep them sharp.       
 
Drill (6K) 
Intra-squad scrimmage 
Goal:  Practice the basic components of the baseball swing 
Details:  20 minutes; whole group; baseball bat; hard balls 
Specifics:  Divide the team up into 2 groups and let them play.  All regular 
season game rules apply.  If teams are 6v6, then have 1 pitcher, 4 infielders, and 
1 outfielder.  Sprinkle in some coaches in the outfield to fill in the gaps.  Have 1 
player stay at catcher for a full inning at a time and then rotate him/her with 
another catcher to keep things moving.   Let the kids have fun.  As a coach, do 
not critique or provide instruction.  Take notes on things that catch your eye that 
you can address during the next practice.  Don’t verbally call out individual 
players, but rather address it as a general issue after the scrimmage. 
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SKILL #7:  CATCHING A FLY BALL 
 

Discussion (7A)  
Q:  How do you properly catch a fly ball? 
A:  Catching a fly ball is all about projection.  Players need to project where a 
hard hit baseball will land based on the cues provided – sound of the ball coming 
off the bat and the trajectory of the ball in the air.  Sound simple enough?  The 
keys to catching a fly ball are getting a good jump off the bat, ensuring you have 
good footwork, running hard to the projected landing spot, and circling to get 
underneath and behind the ball.  Throughout the process, a player must not lose 
sight of the ball.  If the ball forces you to move back from your current position, 
then conduct a drop step of your throwing side leg into a crossover run in order to 
get back on the ball.  As you camp under it, let it be known to the entire ballpark 
that it’s your ball (“I got it”).  Catch the ball over your head with both hands so 
your eyes can follow the ball all the way into the glove.   
 

 
 
Drill (7B) 
Thrown fly balls 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to catch a fly ball with two hands 
above the head 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft balls OR hard balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and line up side by side with an 
arm’s length in between each other.  Each player will be in an athletic/balanced 
position with glove out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach will throw fly balls to 
each player on the line.  The player should perform the catch and make a 
fundamentally good throw back to the coach.  Depending on the age of your 
team, you can use soft balls (tennis and smush) or hard balls.  
 
Tip 
It’s important to get your players to learn to catch a fly ball while moving slightly 
forward and not backpedaling.  This will ensure your players are in proper 
placement to make a throw back into the infield. 
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Drill (7C) 
Crossover step drill 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to catch a fly ball not hit directly at 
you; focus on drop step and crossover step 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft balls OR hard balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and line up side by side with an 
arm’s length in between each other.  Each player will be in an athletic/balanced 
position with glove out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach will throw fly balls to 
each player in line.  The ball should be thrown over the head to the left or right.  
For a ball thrown over the player’s right shoulder, they should drop step their right 
foot and perform a crossover step and run on toes to the landing spot.  For a ball 
thrown over the player’s left shoulder, they should drop step their left foot and 
perform a crossover step and run on toes to the landing spot.  
 
Drill (7D) 
Tennis racket fly balls 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to catch a fly ball not hit directly at 
you; focus on drop step and crossover step 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and tennis balls; tennis rackets 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and line up side by side with an 
arm’s length in between each other.  Each player will be in an athletic/balanced 
position with glove out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach will hit tennis balls 
to each player on the line.  The player should perform the catch and make a 
fundamentally good throw back to the coach.  Depending on the age of your 
team, you can use soft balls (tennis and smush) or hard balls. 
 
Drill (7E) 
Communication drill 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper communication technique between fielders 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft balls OR hard balls; 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and line up 2 players side by side 
with an arm’s length in between each other.  Each player will be in an 
athletic/balanced position with glove out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach 
will throw the ball directly in between the 2 on the line.  The players will need to 
communicate with each other to determine who should make the catch.  This can 
be done by yelling out “I got it!” as loud as they can.  They should then make a 
fundamentally good throw back to the coach.  Depending on the age of your 
team, you can use soft balls (tennis and smush) or hard balls. 
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Drill (7F) 
Hitting fly balls 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to catch a fly ball with two hands 
above the head 
Details:  10 minutes; small group; glove and soft balls OR hard balls 
Specifics:  Players break out into their groups and line up side by side with an 
arm’s length in between each other.  Each player will be in an athletic/balanced 
position with glove out in front, ready to make a play.  Coach will hit fly balls to 
each player on the line using a fungo bat.  The player should perform the catch 
and make a fundamentally good throw back to the coach.  Depending on the age 
of your team, you can use soft balls (tennis and smush) or hard balls. 
 

SKILL #8:  RUNNING THE BASES (INCLUDING SLIDING) 
 

Discussion (8A)  
Q:  How do you properly run the bases? 
A:  Base running is one of the most important fundamentals in the game of 
baseball.  Teaching your players to be aggressive, but yet smart, on the base 
paths is a tough thing.  These skills should begin to be taught at the earliest of 
ages.  In town, the 4 year old division will focus part of its time on the basics of 
running the bases.  Skills such as running to 1st base ensuring the players runs 
all the way through the base and veering off to the right on a ground ball to the 
infield.  One of the biggest base running errors for youth players is running to 1st 
and stopping directly on the base.  This not only halts the momentum of the 
runner, but more importantly it is an injury risk.   
 
These are the steps you can teach your players for running the bases: 

 Break out of the batter’s box sprinting down the 1st base line at full speed. 
 If the ball is hit to the infield, run through the bag into right field veering 

slightly off to the right.  Be sure to not turn to the left, as the player will be 
in play to be tagged out. 

 If the ball is hit to the outfield, the runner will need to make a turn to 2nd.  
This can be done by running diagonally to the right about 3-5 steps 
outside the baseline approximately ¾ of the way down the line.  The 
runner will essentially be forming a question mark to make the turn.  The 
runner should hit the lower left corner of the base with their right foot, as 
this provides the shortest path between bases.    

 If the runner has time to stretch the play into a double, they should sprint 
to 2nd base on as straight a line as possible after the turn at 1st. 

 The runner should slide into 2nd base on a close play.  If the play is not 
close, the runner should slow their momentum and stand on the base.  Be 
careful to not overrun the base, as they will be tagged out. 
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 If the runner has time to stretch the play into a triple, they should make the 
turn at 2nd base after picking up instructions from the 3rd base coach. 

 Repeat the turn directions from 1st base for this turn at 2nd base.   
 Head to 3rd base on as straight a line as possible.  Again, look for the 

instructions of the base coach.  If he/she waves you home, the repeat the 
directions for making the turn at 1st base.  If he/she tells you to stop, either 
slide into the base or slow their momentum and stand on the base.  Be 
careful not to overrun the base, as they will be tagged out.   

 Sprint to home plate on as straight a line as possible.  No need to slow 
your momentum here.  If there is a close play, slide through the plate.  If 
not, run straight through and slow down after you have scored. 

 
Tip 
For youth players do not teach them to slide head first.  Teach the proper sliding 
technique for sliding feet first into bases.  This will prevent injury.  In addition, do 
not have them slide in any way into 1st base.  It slows momentum.  Better chance 
of being called safe if the players sprints through the base. 
 
Drill (8B) 
Running to 1st base (ball hit to infield) 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to running through the base 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets 
Specifics:  Players line up at home plate with helmets on in a single file line.  
Practicing hitting and running with a helmet on is a good practice, as it imitates 
real game conditions.  The coach should stand on the pitches mound replicating 
the pitcher.  The first player will get into the box and take the proper batting 
stance.  As the coach throws the ball, the player will swing the bat and run out a 
ground ball through the base.  Have a coach at first base watching the form and 
technique.  Make sure they do not turn left.  Focus on running through the bag 
and veering off to the right.  The player then runs to the back of the line.  Go 
through the line 3 times. 
 
Drill (8C) 
Running to 1st base (ball hit to outfield for single) 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to making the turn at 1st base on a 
single to the outfield. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets 
Specifics:  Players line up at home plate with helmets on in a single file line.  
The coach should stand on the pitches mound replicating the pitcher.  The first 
player will get into the box and take the proper batting stance.  As the coach 
throws the ball, the player will swing the bat and run to first knowing the ball has 
been hit to the outfield.  Have a coach at first base watching the form and 
technique.  Make sure the player veers to the right approximately ¾ of the way to 
first forming the question mark.  The player takes a few steps past the base and 
retreats back to first base.  Make sure, when retreating, the player does not take 
their eyes off the play.  Focus on forming the question mark.  The player then 
runs to the back of the line.  Go through the line 3 times. 
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Drill (8D) 
Running to 2nd base (ball hit to outfield for double) 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to making the turn at 1st base and 
heading to 2nd base on a ball hit to the outfield. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets 
Specifics:  Players line up at home plate with helmets on in a single file line.  
The coach should stand on the pitches mound replicating the pitcher.  The first 
player will get into the box and take the proper batting stance.  As the coach 
throws the ball, the player will swing the bat and run to first knowing the ball has 
been hit to the outfield.  Have a coach at first base watching the form and 
technique.  Make sure the player veers to the right approximately ¾ of the way to 
first forming the question mark.  Also, ensure the player hits the lower left corner 
of 1st base with their right foot.  The player then runs to the back of the line.  Go 
through the line 2 times.  The first time have the player slide.  For their second 
time have the player slow momentum and stand on the base. 
 
Drill (8E) 
Running to 3rd base (ball hit to outfield for triple) 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to making the turn at 1st base, 2nd 
base, and heading to 3rd base on a ball hit to the outfield. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets 
Specifics:  Players line up at home plate with helmets on in a single file line.  
The coach should stand on the pitches mound replicating the pitcher.  The first 
player will get into the box and take the proper batting stance.  As the coach 
throws the ball, the player will swing the bat and run to first knowing the ball has 
been hit to the outfield.  Have a coach at first base watching the form and 
technique.  Make sure the player veers to the right approximately ¾ of the way to 
first forming the question mark.  Also, ensure the player hits the lower left corner 
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of 1st base with their right foot on their way to 2nd.  Have a coach a 2nd base 
checking their technique on the way to 3rd.   
The player then runs to the back of the line.  Go through the line 2 times.  The 
first time have the player slide.  For their second time have the player slow 
momentum and stand on the base. 
 
Drill (8F) 
Running home (ball hit to outfield for inside the park home run) 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper technique to making the turn at 1st base, 2nd 
base, 3rd base, and heading home on a ball hit to the outfield. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets 
Specifics:  Players line up at home plate with helmets on in a single file line.  
The coach should stand on the pitches mound replicating the pitcher.  The first 
player will get into the box and take the proper batting stance.  As the coach 
throws the ball, the player will swing the bat and run to first knowing the ball has 
been hit to the outfield.  Have a coach at each base (if you can) watching the 
form and technique for all the key points from the drills above. The player then 
runs to the back of the line.  Go through the line once.  Let them know whether to 
slide into home or run through the plate. 
 
Discussion (8G)  
Q:  How do you properly slide into a base? 
A:  Sliding is an important aspect of the game of baseball.  It can mean the 
difference between being called safe or out on a very close play.  When in doubt, 
have your players slide.  The key is to get your players to slide on their butts, not 
their hips.  This will ensure their toes of their lead foot point up as they head into 
the base.  When going to slide, the player must tuck one of their legs under the 
other forming the number 4.  The lead leg should have a slight bend in it to 
prevent injury when sliding into the base.  The top part of your body should be 
upright with the arms/hands in the air.  It is important to start the slide 3-5 feet 
before the base to prevent injury from sliding directly on the base.   
 
Drill (8H) 
Sliding drill 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper sliding technique. 
Details:  5-10 minutes; whole group; batting helmets; cone 
Specifics:  Players line up at 1st base with helmets on in a single file line.  Place 
a cone approximately 4 feet from the base, so the players know where to begin 
their slide.  Have each player run to 2nd and slide into the base with the proper 
technique.  The player then runs to the back of the line.  Repeat 3-5 times.   
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SKILL #9:  BASIC PLAYER MOVEMENT 
 

Discussion (9A)  
Q:  What do players do when the ball is not hit to them? 
A:  Player movement is a key to a successful defense.  Just because the ball is 
only hit to one player does not mean the other players can sit around doing 
nothing.  Everyone has a job.  As a coach, teach your players to back each other 
up on all plays to help with run prevention.  On a ball hit to 3rd base, teach the 
right fielder to run as fast as they can to back up 1st base on an errant throw.  On 
a ball hit to left field, teach the centerfielder to run as fast as possible to cover up 
any errors by the left fielder.  Baseball is a game where teamwork is essential, 
especially in the field.  Teach communication.   
 
Discussion (9B) 
Q:  What is the proper way an infielder can become a cutoff for an outfielder? 
A:  A cutoff man is an infielder that moves out as a target for an outfielder looking 
to throw the ball back to the infield.  As a cutoff, the player must get out far 
enough where they are halfway between the outfielder and the player covering 
the base.  For young players, it’s best to teach the cutoff at 2nd base.  If a ball is 
hit to the right side of the outfield, the shortstop will cover 2nd base and the 2nd 
baseman becomes the cutoff.  If a ball is hit to the left side of the outfield, the 
reverse occurs – 2nd base covers the base and the shortstop is the cutoff.  Make 
sure the player is lined up with the base and is far enough out to make the cutoff 
worthwhile.  This is a tough skill for young players to understand.  More so, it’s a 
tough skill for the players to know when they have to do it.  It requires a lot of 
practice and patience. 
 
Drill (9C) 
Cutoffs 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper way to handle cutoffs. 
Details:  10 minutes; whole group; glove; ball 
Specifics:  Break out the team into 4 groups – 1 in left field, 1 in right field, 1 at 
shortstop, and 1 at 2nd base.  The coach will throw a ball to either outfield position 
and the 2 infielders will need to figure out who covers and who is cutoff.  Each 
player should rotate through the 4 groups to ensure they fully understand the 
concept of cutoffs. 
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Discussion (9D) 
Q:  What is the proper way to handle a force play at 2nd base? 
A:  A force play is needed when there are runners on all of the bases directly in 
front of the base the force play is at.  For young players, it’s best to teach the 
force play at 2nd base.  If a ball is hit to the right side of the infield, the shortstop 
will cover 2nd base.  Once the 2nd baseman fields the ball, he/she now has 
options – force out at 2nd or make the out at first.  If a ball is hit to the left side of 
the infield, the reverse occurs – 2nd base covers the base and the shortstop 
makes the play to 2nd or 1st.  Similar to cutoffs, this is a tough skill for young 
players to understand.  More so, it’s a tough skill for the players to know when 
they have to do it.  It requires a lot of practice and patience. 
 
Drill (9E) 
Force plays at 2nd base 
Goal:  To learn and practice proper way to handle a force out. 
Details:  10 minutes; whole group; glove; ball 
Specifics:  Break out the team into 2 groups – 1 at shortstop, and 1 at 2nd base.  
Future iterations of the drill can incorporate players at 1st base and 3rd base.  The 
coach will roll a ball to either infield position and the 2 infielders will need to make 
the force play at 2nd.  Each player should rotate through the 2 groups to ensure 
they fully understand the concept of force plays. 
 
Tip 
Teach your players to be ready on every pitch.  As soon as the pitcher receives 
the ball back from the catcher, every player should ask themselves, “What will I 
do if the ball is hit to me?” and also “What will I do if the ball is not hit to me?”  
Have them ready so they know exactly what to do when the ball is hit in play. 
 
Drill (9F) 
Situational play 
Goal:  To learn and practice player movement in different game situations. 
Details:  15-20 minutes; whole group; batting helmets; glove; ball 
Specifics:  As the coach, place players in all 9 defensive positions.  Those 
players without a position will be base runners.  Every few minutes, rotate/shift 
the roles of each player.  The coach should stand at home plate with a glove and 
a ball (or a bat and ball) and shout out different scenarios.  For example, “1 out, 
man on 1st”.  If you don’t have enough players for actual base runners, then skip 
that part.  The coach will then hit or throw the ball to different parts of the field.  
The goal of this drill is to get the players thinking about what they need to do on 
each play.  When you shout out the scenario, say it multiple times and allow the 
kids to comprehend before running the play.  This is a great drill to run during the 
season, once all the fundamentals have been taught.   
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Sample Practice Plans 
 
These are just templates.  You can use the above drills to best fit your team needs.  The 
key, in my opinion, is to cover all of the fundamentals in a compounding way.  Introduce 
a skill with various drills on one day, and then repeat a series of these drills the next day 
before introducing a new skill.  The same process for the days that follow so you are 
always learning something new and also reiterating what was previously learned. 
 
PRACTICE #1 
 
8:55 Arrive at field – get gear out and ready to go by 9:00 
9:00 – 9:10 ACTIVITY:  Relay race 

GOAL:  Warm up the body for practice (increase the heart rate) 
9:10 – 9:15 ACTIVITY:  Team stretch 
9:15 – 9:20 DISCUSSION:  How to properly grip a baseball (2A) 
9:20 – 9:25 DRILL/ACTIVITY:  Coach knocks ball out of hands = successful grip  (2B) 
9:25 – 9:30 DRILL:  Individual toss into glove (2C) 
9:30 – 9:35 DISCUSSION:  How do you properly throw a baseball (3A) 
9:35 – 9:45 DRILL:  Elbow-wrist flips (3B) 
9:45 – 9:55 DRILL:  One knee toss (3C) 
9:55 – 10:15 DRILL:  Ready, break, throw (first with no ball, then with ball) (3D) 
10:15 – 10:30 ACTIVITY:  Game of pickle (with tennis ball) 
10:30 REVIEW/CLOSE/HOMEWORK 

What did we learn? 
Review homework:  For 15 minutes, throw ball into glove  

 

PRACTICE #2 

8:55 Arrive at field – get gear out and ready to go by 9:00 
9:00 – 9:10 ACTIVITY:  Base running/Relay race 

GOAL:  Warm up the body for practice (increase the heart rate) 
9:10 – 9:15 ACTIVITY:  Team stretch 
9:15 – 9:30 REPEAT DRILLS:  Progression throwing (3A, 3B, 3C) 
9:30 – 9:35 DISCUSSION:  How do you properly catch a baseball (4A) 
9:35 – 9:40 DRILL:  Punch glove drill (4B) 
9:40 – 9:50 DRILL:  Catch whiffleball/mush ball barehanded (4C) 
9:50 – 10:00 DRILL:  Catch tennis ball with glove (4D) 
10:00 – 10:10 DRILL:  Catch baseball with glove (4E) 
10:10 – 10:20 DRILL:  Active catch (4F) 
10:20 – 10:30 ACTIVITY:  Game of capture the flag 
10:30 REVIEW/CLOSE/HOMEWORK 

What did we learn? 
Review homework:  For 15 minutes, throw ball into glove  
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PRACTICE #3 

8:55 Arrive at field – get gear out and ready to go by 9:00 
9:00 – 9:10 ACTIVITY:  Base running/Relay race 

GOAL:  Warm up the body for practice (increase the heart rate) 
9:10 – 9:15 ACTIVITY:  Team stretch 
9:15 – 9:35 REPEAT DRILLS:  Progression throwing (3A, 3B, 3C) + Catching (4B, 4C, 4D) 
9:35 – 9:40 DISCUSSION:  How do you properly field a baseball (5A) 
9:40 – 9:50 DRILL:  Alligator fielding drill (5B) 
9:50 – 10:00 DRILL:  Out in front of a bat drill (5D) 
10:00 – 10:10 DRILL:  Box fielding drill (5H) 
10:10 – 10:20 DRILL:  Carousel fielding drill (5J) 
10:20 – 10:30 ACTIVITY:  Game of baseball golf 
10:30 REVIEW/CLOSE/HOMEWORK 

What did we learn? 
Review homework:  For 15 minutes, throw ball into glove + active catch  

 
 
PRACTICE #4 

8:55 Arrive at field – get gear out and ready to go by 9:00 
9:00 – 9:10 ACTIVITY:  Base running (home to 1st, 1st to 2nd, 2nd to 3rd, 3rd to home) 

GOAL:  Warm up the body for practice (increase the heart rate) 
9:10 – 9:15 ACTIVITY:  Team stretch 
9:15 – 9:20 DRILLS:  Active catch (4F) 
9:20 – 9:30 REPEAT DRILLS:  Fielding drills (5B, 5D, 5H, 5J) 
9:30 – 9:40 DISCUSSION:  How do you correctly hit a baseball (6A) 
9:40 – 10:10 DRILL:  Hitting stations (6E, 6D, 6C) 
10:10 – 10:25 DRILL:  Coach pitch (6F) 
10:25 – 10:30 ACTIVITY:  Head to head relay race (home to 2nd vs. 2nd to home) 
10:30 REVIEW/CLOSE/HOMEWORK 

What did we learn? 
Review homework:  For 15 minutes, swing baseball bat + active catch  

 
 
PRACTICE #5 

8:55 Arrive at field – get gear out and ready to go by 9:00 
9:00 – 9:10 ACTIVITY:  Base running (home to 1st, 1st to 2nd, 2nd to 3rd, 3rd to home) 

GOAL:  Warm up the body for practice (increase the heart rate) 
9:10 – 9:15 ACTIVITY:  Team stretch 
9:15 – 9:55 DRILLS:  Stations (10 minutes each) (Hitting 6E, Fielding 5F, Catch 4F, Pitch) 
9:55 – 10:10 DRILLS:  Cutoffs (9C) 
10:10 – 10:30 DRILLS:  Game situations (9F) 
10:30 REVIEW/CLOSE/HOMEWORK 

What did we learn? 
Review homework:  For 15 minutes, play game of active catch  

 


